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स चा कायर् वो ही है िजसमे कतार् िदखाई न दे 
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Dear VAANI Readers,  

It is my great pleasure to wish you a happy, peaceful and healthy new year. 
As we have completed four years of publication of VAANI, bringing out 16 
issues, we have reasons to celebrate. So let us resolve that we will make the 
magazine more vibrant and meaningful and more participative. For me this 
will be the best celebration. Let us celebrate together. 

The are many special features in this issue. Many of our members are doing 
great philanthropy work through charitable trusts initiated by them. We are 
proud of them and wish them further success in the time to come.  Let us 
give them emotional, financial and personal support to serve the humanity. We also have written 
about Sri Ashok Ghai who receives cosmic messages and is in the process of making TV serial on 
the divine messages.  There is an increased participation of IITians in Governance of India. These 
alumni have been introduced in this issue. This time “The Event That Echoed” covers many sen-
sational informations like May-21 declared as International Yoga Day, 3D printing in space, In-
dian twin sisters conquering seven peaks of the world etc. There is a special article on science try-
ing to reveal soul by a noted former ISRO scientist. The next generation participation this time 
includes a trip to Himachal. I am very happy to note this time that there is a very good participa-
tion by family members in the Family Park Column. I am sure this will inspire more members to 
participate in future issues. It is heartening to note that more and more readers are sending their 
reflections. This implies that the readership is increasing. 

I wish you enjoy reading the issue with pleasure and purpose. With best wishes, once again, for all 
the good things to happen in the new year for you and your family.   

Vijai Kumar 
Editor- VAANI-The Voice of IITRAAA 

Vijai11946@yahoo.co.uk,  iitraaavaani@gmail.com 
mob no 09327008244 

EDITOR’S DESK 
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The winter get-together was organised on Dec 
21’2014. It kick started with the latest movie 
PK, in the forenoon. The picture hall “City 
Gold, Bopal” was overflowing due to 
overwhelming response of the members, their 
family and guests. PK made its impact and left 
the audience spell bound. Many of them might 
have carried home the message as understood 

by them, a good topic to brood about with 
family and friends.  

The day was a two location event. After the 
movie, the event continued at Community Hall, 
Vikram Nagar Housing colony of ISRO, about 
5 Km away from the picture hall.  

At the outset the members observed two 

minutes silence to condole the sad demise of 
Mrs Rani Bijlani and prayed for peace for the 
departed soul. Mr Bijlani is one of our veteran 
and very senior member and advisor to the 
governing council of IITRAAA. Members 
wished him to have strength to bear the loss.  

Thereafter new members were introduced and 
welcomed along with their family. Thus four 
more members were added to the ever swelling 
association. 

It was a  moment of great pride for IITRAAA 
when two of our members announced about the 
Trust/NGO, they had launched to initiate 
human service in in various fields. Mr Harish 
Kumar (he himself is a physically challenged 
person with only one hand, however he dared 
to make a round India trip, by solo driving his 
car with one hand and found a place in  the 

IITRAAA -NEWS 

GET TOGETHER WITH  तड़का PK 
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Limca book of records) launched a driving 
school for handicapped but specially abled 
persons. Mr Velchamy informed about the 
‘Janhit Charitable Trust’, in service for the 
welfare and benefit of physically and mentally 
challenged children & widows in a place called 
Khambat in Gujarat. IITRAAA hailed the 
philanthropic initiatives by both the members 
and congratulated them for taking up the noble 
cause for selfless service to the mankind and 
wished them a great success in their ventures. 
As both the Trusts are run on donations, they 
requested the IITRAAA members, their friends 
and IITR alumni in other cities to donate 
generously.   

On the eve of World Disability Day (3rd 
December 2014) Mr Harish Kumar took a very 
bold initiative by saying good bye to his job in  
an IT organization  while launching his non-
profit initiative “Ability on Wheels 
Charitable Trust”- a NGO, in service for 

specially abled persons with disabilities.  

This is an exclusive motor driving training 
school for People With Disabilities (PWD’s) 
using modified/customized cars according to 
the type of disability. PWDs are educated here 
on rules, regulations & its implementation. The 
trust helps them in purchase of vehicles, 
carrying out modifications needed, modified-
vehicle registration, guidance to get the 
associated benefits in road tax, insurance & 
getting the driving license and other relevant 
tasks done. Mr Harish coordinates with 
Corporates for their support under the CSR and 
with the Government for their welfare schemes.   

After purchasing the vehicle it has to be 
modified/customized. The Trust coordinates to 
get the modified kit manufactured and get RTO 
approval. It also endeavors to create 
opportunities for PWD’s employment as 
drivers. In a nut shell the Trust adopts a holistic 
approach to give all-out support to PWDs 
including inculcating self esteem into its 
subjects. After all the disability inculcates  
strength, determination and self esteem in 
oneself.  

Harish is an IITR alumnus (MSc Phy 1993 
batch), born with absence of right limb below 
elbow (may see our Jan 2014 issue). In his 
endeavor to send  his passion of driving high, 
Harish has created 2 national records in Limca 
Book of Records, one each in 2013 & 2014 for 
solo driving round India and its hills.  

It is a very brave decision to leave a well settled 
job & a regular source of income to take up a 
noble and unaddressed cause .The Trust is in its 
nascent stage and needs lots of support in terms 

NEW MEMBERS  

 Sri Mukesh Garg  BE- Electrical  1976  mukesh@corrtech.in 

 Sri Amit Kumar  B Tech CSE 2011  agentspitz56@gmail.com 

 Sri Kapil Jha  B Tech Ind Engg 2000  kapilkr.jha@gmail.com 

 Sri Mihir Dakwala M Tech Chem 2008  mihir.mdd@gmail.com 

ABILITY ON WHEELS -A NGO,  
AN INITIATIVE BY IITRAAA MEMBER 
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of funds and infrastructure. Readers may like to 
support this philanthropic endeavor. They may 
go through website www.abilityonwheels.com 
to get further details in this regard. He may also 
be contacted at his email: 
harish.jach@gmail.com or mobile no 
+919687533888 

 

Yet  another 
I I T R A A A 
member, Mr S 
Velchamy, GM-
H R - O N G C 
Gujarat, had 
launched a Trust 
for  the  welfare 
of  physically and mentally challenged children 
& widows in a place called Khambat in Gujarat 
around in 2010. The Trust is named as “Janhit 
Charitable Trust” and is a non-profit  
organization, purely run by voluntary donations 
and Mr Velchamy’s own funds. This trust is 
presently supporting 45 such children, 
educating them including one free meal. It is 
also training 100 widows for skill development 
in tailoring and making them self-sustaining. 

All these services are free.  

Now, the trust is opening a centre in 
Ahmedabad for skill development for mentally 
and physically challenged children and 
entrepreneurial skill development for widows 
in active collaboration with a trust “Nurturing, 
Empowering, Entrepreneurial Ventures 
(NEEV)”, a unit of IIT Gandhinagar. The trust 
is also intending to provide free boarding and 
lodging facilities for these children during 
training period.  

Mr Velchamy is an IITR Alumnus of 1983 
batch of M Sc Chemical and is currently placed 
at very senior position in ONGC in Gujarat.   

IITRAAA sincerely appreciates the noble work 
initiated by Mr Velchamy in service of 
mankind and wishes the Trust grows more and 
more in purpose and services. As the trust 
grows, the need for donations also grows to 
sustain the activities continuously. IITR 
Alumni may play an active role in supporting 
the cause and contribute or get contributions 
whole heartedly for the same. As the website of 
the trust is under construction, he may be 
contacted for further details on his e-mail 
address  velchamys57@gmail.com. He is also 
available on mobile no +919426613580 

 

JANHIT CHARITABLE TRUST (JCT)
MENTORED BY IITRAAA MEMBER 

 

MOSQUITO SPARAYS CAN KILL YOU TOO 
 

This shocking incident happened recently in a house. A housewife died due to burns inflicted in 
the kitchen. Her husband too was hospitalized for injuries due to burns while trying to 
rescue his wife.  

The gas stove was on and cooking in progress. The lady observed some cockroaches near 
the sink and grabbed a can of insect killer and sprayed it near the gas stove, which was on.  
There was an explosion and in no time the poor woman was engulfed with flames, sustaining 
65% burns. Her husband rushed in, tried to put off the flame. He too was caught  in the fire. Wife 
was taken to hospital and declared brought dead. The husband, unaware of the fact that his wife 
was no more, was also admitted in hospital along with her. 

Let us understand how it happened.  

All insect killer sprays such as "Hit", "Mortein" etc have highly volatile and inflammable 
solvents. The atomized nano spray particles spread very rapidly. A spark is enough to ignite this 
explosive mixture with oxygen present in air. 

The readers who do not know about this potential danger, may know it now and tell their 
friends and relatives  to beware of the danger.   
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“The king will 
first be loved, 
then feared and 
dreaded as he 
goes on to rule 
with an iron 
h a n d " .  T h e 

prediction was made 
by the French  Seer 
NOSTRADAMUS, for the world to get  a king 
who would bring lasting peace and the rule of 
righteousness on earth between 2014-2025. 
And the king is non other than an Indian 
‘Narendra Modi’, as predicted by Sri Ashok 
Ghai, through decoding the divine messages he 
has been receiving since last 30 years. He is an 
IITR alumnus-1967, Mech Engg batch, and 
based at Kanpur. He started the ‘Kalki Vichar 
Manch’ which is researching on the divine 
messages, decoding and communicating the 
same for the benefit of common man. The 
Manch comprises of of acclaimed scientists and 
philosophers. He claims that references 
regarding the reforming process  in Kaliyug 
(current period) have been found in scriptures 
of all faith in the world, including Christianity, 
Islam, Mayan, Buddhism etc. He, however, 
takes the lead from Kalki Puran.  

The salient points brought out by the Manch 
regarding ensuing disasters  are as follows 

There are two groups of Cosmic Powers who 
have descended on earth and are controlling 
the evolution of life on our planet. 

One group wants to make us spiritually 
inclined; while the other group wants to make 
us selfish and materialistic. We call the first 
group GOD and the other group Anti-GOD. 

There is a constant tug of war going on 

between these groups, and both the groups 
have a capacity to telepathically affect our 
minds. This war is evident in human 
behaviour. 

Our selfish, unethical and materialistic 
behaviour has brought us in an unprecedented 
calamitous situation. Godly forces want to 
save us from resulting disaster.  

After the Australian writer Tomas who was 
blessed with cosmic powers, his legacies were 
transferred to the Manch, pioneered by Mr 
Ghai. He was asked to place a white paper in 
his place of worship where they could give 
him directions to carry out his mission of 
delivering the cosmic plan to the world. Such 
complex pictures started appearing by itself 
on those papers. This phenomenon baffled 
the scientists all over the world. 

Cosmic power revealed the happening of 
calamities like the Uttarakhand disaster much 
before the event occurred. Predictions have 
been made that the golden period has begun 
and the same will complete by 2024. The 
cosmic plan to save the world from further 
disaster is ready and needs to be 
communicated to indiv iduals  and 
management bodies.  

Sri Ghai has written a book ’Fate of World 
beyond 2012’ based on the messages he got. 
The next book, ’Cosmic Plan to save the 
humanity’, is nearly ready to be released. This 
book gives ways and means for taking 
corrective and advance actions to avoid further 
calamities.   

Based on the credibility of his work, Rajshri  
Film Production has agreed to make a TV serial 
on his findings, to communicate the cosmic 
messages to common man and various 
organisations who matter in ruling India and 
the world. The preparation for the same are in 
vogue. 

IITR AND IITR AA NEWS (from the websites and news items) 

COMMUNICATING WITH COSMIC 
POWER 
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His name has also been proposed for 
Templeton Award which is said to be 
equivalent to Noble Prize in the field of 
spirituality. The Templeton Prize honours a 
living person who has made an exceptional 
contribution to affirming life’s spiritual 
dimension, whether through insight, discovery, 
or practical works. Established in 1972 by the 
late Sir John Templeton, the Prize aims, in his 
words, to identify "entrepreneurs of the spirit, 
outstanding individuals who have devoted their 
talents to expanding the vision of human and 
ultimate reality”. The prize celebrates no 
particular faith, tradition or notion of God. It 
recognises the efforts of an individual to 
comprehend the diverse manifestations of the 
Divine Power and propagate it to the benefit of 
humanity. 

There seems to be some more people around 
the world who also receive divine messages in 
one way or other. Sri Ghai has interacted with 
number of such people. They all supported his 
findings and encouraged him to go ahead with 
his plan for humanity.  

The news that divine power communicates with 
a human being, can be questioned since it is 
subject to ones faith. The very fact that Sri Ghai 
has already won the confidence of film 
producers, various spiritual/religious gurus, as 
well as renowned  scientists world over, it  
seems his credibility is on firm footings. 
However time only will  prove the veracity of 
his predictions 

 
DYING ART OF FLYING  TUKKAL KITES 

 
Uttarayan, on Jan 14, is the most awaited festival of fun and frolic in Gujarat. On this day, the 
residents fly kites the whole day, beginning from sun rise. They stack up full day’s food and snacks 
on the roof top of their house and play music at full volume while flying kites. They do not relent in 
the nights as well. One will wonder how one could fly kite in night without any visibility. But the 
passion makes it happen. Not only flying kite in night they also attach number of small lamps known 
as “Tukkal”  on the string. As the kite goes higher, more and more tukkals are added to it.  One 
could see a necklace made of  tukkals hanging in sky all over. The sky looks amazing and appears 
like a bride wearing number of  glittering necklaces in the dark night of Uttarayan. This art of flying 
kites with tukkal is sadly dying since tukkals have been replaced, now, by hot air balloons.   

 
 
 
It is painful to 
see an art dying 
in front of our 
eyes. The art of  
Tukkal is our 
rich cultural 
heritage and 
m u s t  b e 
preserved at any 
cost before it 
becomes too late 
to recover.  
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PAN-IIT NEWS (from the websites and news items) 

IITians have made great stride in securing 
position as Ministers in Modi’s Government 
since the Government is giving great 
importance to professionals in its ministry. It 
includes engineers, CAs, doctors MBAs from 
Harward Business School. We give here brief 
details of the IITians in the goernment 

Sri Manohar 
Parikar becomes 
Cabinet Minister 
fo r  Defence . 
Earlier he was the 
chief Minister of 
Goa. He is an 
engineer from the IIT, Mumbai 1978 batch.  

Parrikar joined RSS at a young age and became 
a mukhya shikshak  in the final years of his 
schooling. After graduating from IIT, he 
resumed RSS work in Mapusa while 
maintaining a private business, and became 
a sanghchalak  at the age of 26. He was active 
in the RSS's North Goa Unit, becoming a key 
organiser of the Ram Janmabhoomi Movement. 
With the support of RSS he joined BJP. He has 
been very proud of being a RSS member since 
he learnt, as told by him, "discipline, 
progressiveness, gender equality, equality of all 
before the law, nationalism and social 
responsibility from the RSS". 

Sri Jayant Sinha  became the Minister of State 
in the ministry of Finance. 
He is an engineering 
graduate from IIT Delhi and 
furthered his studies in 
Harward  Business School 
and the University of 
Pennsylvania. He is the son 
of former Finance Minister 
Sri Yashwant Sinha and is an experienced 
professional from the world of financial 
services and business strategy.  

Earlier he was partner in McKinsey & 

Company in Delhi and Boston. At McKinsey, 
Sinha co-led the Global Software and IT 
Services practice. He was most recently a 
partner at Omidyar Network (ON), an 
investment firm with over $730 million in 
invested capital. Sinha led ON's overall 
investment strategy and operations in India. “If 
we want to innovate in India, we have to retain 
our entrepreneurs in this country," said Sinha, 
who used to oversee the philanthropic 
investment firm Omidyar Network's operations 
in India. He has also been  the Managing 
Director at Courage Capital.  

During the 2014 national election campaign, 
Sinha worked with Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi to help frame national economic policy, 
including organizing and hosting an 
international business leaders' forum with Modi 
in February 2014. 

Sri Manoj Sinha is 
the Minister of State in 
Railway Ministry.   
Shri Sinha has done M. 
T e c h .  i n  C i v i l 
Engineering from 
Institute of Technology 
(BHU), Varanasi. In 
1982, he was the 
President of Banaras 
Hindu University Students Union. During 1999
-2000 he was Member-General Council, School 
of Planning and Architecture and also Member-
Committee on Energy and Committee on 
Government Assurances.  

His interests lie specially  in working with 
backward villages. He is an agriculturist and 
social worker.  He was among the seven most 
honest members of parliament. According 
to India Today, he used all the money allotted 
to a parliament member for public welfare, 
which is quite rare. For all of his qualities and a 
spotless character, he became an obvious 
choice in Narendra Modi's band of ministers.  

IITIAN MINISTERS IN BJP 
GOVERNMENT 
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Sri Sunil Parekh a 
m e c h a n i c a l 
engineering graduate 
from IIT Delhi 1976 
batch has been 
conferred the IIT 
Delhi Association 
Award-2014, for 
O u t s t a n d i n g 
contribution to the Nation. He is the founder of 
PAN-IIT-Gujarat Chapter and the current 
chairman. He also holds some of the following 
important portfolios 

Founding Curator-World Economic Forum, 
AGS initiative. 

Director GNFC Ltd. Advisory Board Member 
Vibrant Gujarat since 2003, Member TEQIP I 
and II. 

Strategic Advisor- Zydus Group & Jubilant 
Group. 

Gujarat Council Member-FICCI,AMA, 
IDMA, 

Board Member-CIIE@IIMA, Design 
Incubator at NID.NGOs incl KHAMIR, CEE. 

Advisor - Several Universities, Institutions. 

Awarded twice Power-100, Eminent 
Personality of Gujarat. 

Contributed chapters on Industrialisation in 
two books published by Oxford University 
press & ORF Foundation  

IIT DELHI ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
A W A R D  F O R  O U T S T A N D I N G 
CONTRIBUTION TO NATION 2014.  

 

THE FEAR OF UNKNOWN 

If you think, science guarantees 100% success in your missions, you are wrong. Despite of the 
fact that best brainy scientists/technologists make a perfect system applying the prevailing state 
of the art scientific/technological knowledge, they still have the fear of its failure, may be 
remote, for the reasons unknown to them. This leads them to take shelter under superstitions 
which they religiously practice before initiating their crucial missions. Do not believe? Look at 
the following practices followed world over by the space technologists 

Indian space scientists pray to Lord Balaji at Tirupati in Andhra Pradesh prior to every space 
mission for its success  

US counterparts eat peanuts 

More interesting is the tradition of Russian Cosmonauts who urinate on the right back wheel of 
their transfer bus on their way to the launch pad. 

“It is all individual beliefs. One cannot take chance with God”  said one of the former ISRO 
Chief  

According to a retired ISRO rocket scientist, a project director used to wear a new shirt on the 
day a rocket was launched.  

A Coconut was broken before the first SLV-3 was taken out of its integration shed 

In line with the Indian tradition, pujas are conducted before ISRO begins to integrate the various 
rocket stages  

As told by an Indian space scientists, though ISRO as a whole does not follow any superstitious 
acts, it is not possible to explain the absence of the rocket named Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
-13 (PSLV-C13). Probably because 13 is not treated as a lucky number 

We also have deviation from the belief. India's ambitious Rs.450 crore Mars Orbiter Mission in 
a way was a tradition breaker as it flew on a Tuesday.  "This was the first time in ISRO's history 
that a rocket was launched on a Tuesday. Tuesday is generally considered as inauspicious day,"  

10 
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JUNE 1-THE INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY 

Recently the United Nations adopted an India-led resolution 
declaring June 21 as 'International Day of Yoga', recognizing 
that Yoga provides a holistic approach to health and well-being 
and that the wider dissemination of information about benefits 
of practising Yoga would be beneficial for the health of the 
world population. The declaration was made in less than three 
months after Prime Minister Narendra Modi proposed the idea 
in the UN general assembly during his visit to US. The 
proposal found 175 nations joining as co-sponsors, the highest 
number ever for any general assembly resolution. Through the 
resolution, adopted under the agenda of 'Global Health and Foreign Policy,' the 193-member 
general assembly decided to proclaim June 21 every year as the ‘International Day of Yoga’. In 
suggesting June 21 as the International Day of Yoga, Modi said that the date, one of the two 
solstices, is the longest day in the Northern Hemisphere and has special significance in many parts 
of the world. Hail India, hail Modi!! 

 

3-D PRINTING IN SPACE (NASA News) 

NASA has demonstrated manufacturing space components on board 
International Space Station (ISS) using 3-D printing process. This is a 
break through in manufacturing technology in space. It has great role 
to play in making, certain type of custom designed components, 
available for any maintenance work on board. Till now the 
components were to be sent from earth and had to wait till the supply 
is brought by a rocket which is prohibitively expensive and time 
taking. In principle, a 3D printer extrudes streams of heated plastic, 
metal or other material, building layer on top of layer to create 3 
dimensional objects. For easy understanding for a common man, 3-D 
printing technology works on the principle of inkjet printers. The difference being that in 2-D 
printing it is a figure printed on paper whereas in 3-D printing 2-D prints are built layer by layer 
on a platform to yield the 3-D product. The technology is the need of the day, for deep space 
missions as well.   

The 3- D printing on ground is a common technology usually to make plastic components. Desk 
top 3D-printers are available for making small components and can be used just like any inkjet 
printer.  

SPACE PROBE PHILAE LANDS ON A COMET  

(Z-NEWS DEC 13’2014) 

Placing a manmade probe on a comet is a great 
technological breakthrough in the field of space science/
technology. This is because comet itself is a sun orbiting 
body made up of solid mass and ice. When the comet 
comes near to the sun, the ice melts and evaporates. The 

THE EVENTS THAT ECHOED (from various websites) 
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vaporised ice  appear as the tail of comet. History was made at 15:35 GMT on 12 November 2014 
when the Philae space probe touched down on the surface of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, a 
comet 511 million km from Earth and hurtling towards the inner solar system at nearly 55,000 km/
h. The landing of the probe was the culmination of 10 years' work by scientists at the European 
Space Agency (ESA), who successfully guided the Rosetta spacecraft carrying the Philae Probe 
through the inner solar system to finally meet up with the comet. 

On November 12, signal was received in the ESA control room confirming that the Philae had 
completed its seven-hour descent and had landed safely on the surface of Comet 67P. 

 

GSLV MKIII FLIGHT (ISRO News) 

The successful launch, on Dec 18’2014, of India’s experimental 
new generation Satellite Launch Vehicle GSLV-MkIII has 
ushered India’s place in space world further up. The launching 
was done from Satish Dhawan Space Centre SHAR, Sriharikota 
in Andhra Pradesh (perhaps in Seemandhra now). The vehicle 
carried the Experimental Crew Module Atmospheric Re-entry 
Experiment (CARE) to a height of 126 Km and hurled it into 
space which plunged back to the earth penetrating through 
dense atmosphere. The care module was recovered in Andaman 
sea about 1600 Km from the launch site, as predicted.  

The CARE module testing is the beginning of India’s inning of manned space flight. The major 
technologies validated for the module were thermal protection system, re-entry dynamics and 
control and recovery system. On full qualification this module will be used to carry Indian 
astronauts into space.   

The rocket GSLV-III, which lifted the CARE, was in its truncated version as the cryogenic stage 
(in actual configuration it makes the third stage of the rocket) was under development hence not 
available for the flight. Dummy version was used instead.  Once this stage is made available, the 
rocket could carry heavier communication satellites weighting upto 4000 Kg and place it in 
geostationary transfer orbit. The rocket could also be used for deep space missions and many low 
earth orbit missions and manned missions. Two massive S-200 solid strap-on rockets, each 
carrying 207 tons of solid propellants are the third largest solid boosters in the world. The maiden 
attempt, being successful was hailed by   the politicians, scientists and world organisations in field. 
The event has boosted India's image, among the space faring nations of the world and also resulted 
in jacking up the moral of Indian Space Scientists, at home.  

 

TWIN SISTERS CLIMBED SEVEN HIGHEST 
PAEKS OF THE WORLD  

Tashi Malik and Nungshi Malik, Indian twin sisters 
became the first twins scaling up the highest peaks of 
mountains in seven countries. They have conquered, 
in addition to Mount Everest  (8,850-metre) in Nepal, 
the peaks of Mt Kilimanjaro in Africa (5,895 m); Mt 
Elbrus in Europe (5,642 meters ); Mt Aconcagua in 
South America (6,962 m); Carstensz Pyramid 
in  Oceania (4,884 meters) and Mt Mckinley in 
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Alaska (6,194 m). They were in the process of acquiring funding to scale Mt Vinson, Antarctica's 
highest peak (4,892 m) in last December. Should they succeed, they will be the world's first twins to 
climb all seven peaks. 

The twins were born to a retired Indian Army officer Col Virendra Singh Malik, who originally hails 
from Village Anwali, Sonepat District of Haryana and resides in Dehradun since retirement from 
army. They had undergone rigorous training at the Nehru Institute of Mountaineering (NIM).  Since 
they haven't seen failure, yet they do not see any mountain as too small or too big. The duo have been 
dedicating their climbs to ‘the fight against female foeticide’. To them, "It's not about climbing the 
highest peak, it's about proving that women can do anything they set their minds to". They hope that 
their achievements will convince people that daughters are capable of great things. Samina Baig, the 
first Pakistani woman to climb Mt Everest, was with the twins when they surmounted the world's 
highest peak. The girls tell us that the high rate of female foeticide in both countries inspired the trio 
to term their mission 'Gender Equality—Fight against Female Foeticide'. Tashi shares, "I think 
that day, all the girls who were in our expedition made it, while a few guys turned back. We felt so 
proud to be girls". Also, given the sour history between the two countries, "unfurling the Indian and 
the Pakistani flags together, on top of the world, was a big moment for all of us; we dreamt it and we 
did it". 

PRADHAN MANTRI’s JAN DHAN YOZNA IN GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS 
 
India’s Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yozna (PMJDY) has found its place in the  Guinness Book Of 
World Records for opening the highest number of bank accounts in the least time.  
PM, in his address on Aug 28’2014 asked the banks to set a target to open 10 crore new bank 
accounts by Jan 26’2015. The results showed much better performance. According to Financial 
Services Secretary, 11.5 crore new bank accounts were opened under the Yojna a month ahead of the 
target date Jan 26. Of this 8.24 crore accounts were opened with zero balance and 99.74 percent 
households in the country were covered. Public sector banks alone opened 9.06 crore accounts, 
followed by regional rural banks which opened about 2 crore accounts and 13 private sector banks 
together opened just 36 lakh accounts.  

“Success of the Yojna is a matter of pride for India”, said PM. He also added that the stage has been 
set now for major transformation in India.  

 
Considering the number of times Rahul Gandhi rolls up his sleeves, has any one suggested him 

that Sir, wear half-sleeves 
Chetan Bhagat 

Terrorism divides; tourism unites- it pulls the people together 

Government has a psychology of secrecy. I say you need openness for good governance 

If you move forward with an attitude that gives and not take, the world will be at your feet.  

The women should find their voice resonate in decision making process. We must make this 50 
percent population effective partners in their country’s progress.    

Narendra Modi 

 

Two things help getting success in life 

 The way you manage when you have nothing 

 The way you behave when you have everything 

A message on Whats App 
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Understanding the 
difference between 
living and non-living 
bodies has resulted in a 
concept of  soul 
or consciousness, 
which  is attributed to 
as property of all living 
beings, but not present 
in non-living bodies. It 
is due to consciousness (chetna in Hindi) that 
living beings are conscious about themselves and 
their surroundings and responsible for 
phenomenal experiences, feelings, self-
awareness, control of actions etc. This 
consciousness is assumed to be caused due to a 
non-physical entity termed as soul. In this era of 
modern science, concept of consciousness/soul  is 
now discussed more seriously. There are 
scientists like BD Josephson, E P Wigner, 
George, Gamow, Kurtz Gödel, Prigogine, David 
Bohm, Roger Penrose and ECG Sudarshan to 
name a few, who believe in the concept of 
consciousness and its relevance in science.     

Nowadays 
it is linked 
with some 
properties 
of brain 
l i k e 
n e u r o n s , 
s y n a p s e s 
and their 

interconnections, especially in cortex and 
thalamus regions and flow of electrochemical 
impulses. It is now almost well established that 
the coherent waves of 40-80 Hz cycles per second 
known as Gamma waves and found in the EEG 
(Electroencephalogram) patterns of the brain are 
strongly correlated with consciousness.   

All human beings have multiple options for 
taking any decision in any field and there are 
always choices available through what is known 

as a free well. There is another property of the 
brain that is memory which is holographic in 
nature, and is therefore not localized. Non-
locality also plays an important role,  in  binding 
of sense of colour, shape and motion of a moving 
object whose corresponding senses in the visual 
cortex are located in different regions and are also 
processed in different times. Hence, possibility of 
using quantum physics for understanding 
consciousness was explored right from the 
discovery that an electrons behaves both like 
wave as well as particle and there is an inbuilt 
uncertainty about the outcome which is 
determined by the experimental set up. Also since 
a wave function in quantum mechanics is always 
non-local and so can explain the non-local 
memory of the brain. Lastly, quantum systems 
also have a property of entanglement, as per 

which two parts of a quantum system are strongly 
interrelated like spins of a two electron system, 
and so relevant in this context.   

Quantum mechanics and general theory of 
relativity were explored by Prof. Penrose and 
Hameroff also in this context. They have found 
that neurons have a large number of microtubules, 
which further consist of millions of smaller 
structures called tubulins, which behave like 
quantum mechanical systems, known as qubits. 
Millions of these tubulins from thousands of 
neurons can collectively oscillate through 
neurotransmitters and gap junctions and can 
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COMMON INTEREST  

CAN SCIENCE REVEAL SOUL 

 

(Surendra Singh 
Pokharna) 
Former Scientist, ISRO 
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generate group of several different quantum 
states, known as a quantum superposition state. 
This  is, however, unstable and reduces to one of 
the state in certain time.  This process is called 
Orchestrated Objective Reduction (Orch OR). 
This transition from quantum to classical reality is 
termed as consciousness. 

However as per a recent concept developed using 
quantum gravity, there is a speculation that when 
one goes very deep towards the reality, one has 
the so called smallest units of space-time  at 
Planck' level that is at 10-35cm  in space and 10-43 

seconds  in time. They are called Planck's 
polygons, which can  have spin foams, which can 
carry information. The information at this level is 
speculated to be linked with the information 
contained in tubulins. This interaction of two 
information systems could lead to a big revolution 
and may explain spiritual phenomena like life 
after life and out of body travel and many others.  

Many notable Indian & global scientists are at 
forefront in these new areas of explorations. 
Deepak Chopra and  Hameroff are few of them. 
They are trying to combine these new findings 
w i t h  a n c i e n t  I n d i a n  w i s d o m . 
AnirbanBandopadhyay and his team at National 
Institute of Material Sciences in Japan have used 
nanotechnology and have discovered new 
properties of microtubules which clearly show 
that microtubules do exhibit quantum effects even 
at biological temperatures. Parasmal Agarwal, an 
eminent physicist who worked in Oklahoma 
University has shown that at macro-level, 
decision making by human beings follow the 
quantum  mechanic laws of probability and not 
the ordinary laws of probability. Prof Satsangi 

and his strong group from Dayalbagh  
Educational  Institute (DEI)  Agra have done lot 
of work on various dimensions of consciousness  
like effect of yoga, music  and meditation on 
consciousness along with new ideas and concepts 
of consciousness.   Actually they have organized 
the previous 10th biennial International 
conference in Agra in 2013, where Hameroff and 
many other scientists were present.  

 An international conference on consciousness 
was recently organized by the Centre for Studies 
on Consciousness of the University of Arizona at 
Tucson from April 21-26, 2014. Around 1000 
scientists from 60 countries participated in this 
conference. Experts were there from various 
fields like computer science, neuroscience, 
neurophysiology, anaesthesiology, cognitive 
sciences, cybernetics, schools of medicines, 
bioengineering, artificial intelligence, physics, 
quantum biology, quantum computers, relativity 
theory, naturopathy, philosophy, psychology, 
religion, arts and many others. In all there were 
500+ papers presented in this conference. There 
was also an East-West Forum, to discuss the 
concept of soul and consciousness in Eastern and 
Western philosophies. DEI East-West Forum was 
lead from Eastern side by Sriramam, S Roy, V 
Sahni, A K Mukhopadhyay, B D Dhir and P S 
Satsangi.  Around eighty Indian scientists and 
professionals directly and indirectly participated 
in this conference, covering almost all topics,    
but focus was predominantly on spiritual 
dimension.  Last but not the least, there is an 
Indian named  Dr. Mani Bhaumik, who gave an 
award of $10,000/- for the best paper for this 
conference. He is a Padam Bhushan Awardee and 
is the originator of exploring the use of excimer 
laser which  is being used now for lasik surgery 
for correcting the eye vision. The award was 
given to Prof. Roger Penrose. 

Latest trend in scientific research connecting 
living objects and consciousness has drawn 
attention of worldwide researchers. Sooner or 
later, these efforts may uncover the truth of nature 
and use it for the benefit of humanity.   
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We remember the wisdom of Gandhi, that different 
religions are  beautiful flowers from the same 
garden, branches of the same majestic tree 

Barak H Obama, during his recent trip to India 
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GENEXT 
This column has been introduced recently. The purpose is to promote talents inherent in our next generation of 

the IITRAAA member’s family.  

10 years of marriage 
and we’ve always 
been to beaches for 
holidays. South has 
been a preferred 
destination always – 
K e r a l a ,  G o a , 
A n d a m a n s ! ! 
Beautiful beaches, serene beaches, crowded 
beaches, beaches for water sports and beaches 
too dangerous to venture into. 

However, this time we decided to go to the 
mountains and what better place than our very 
own Himalayas. Discussions started on 
choosing between Himachal, Uttarakhand, 
Kashmir and North East. Himachal finally 
won! 

We took a train from Mumbai to Delhi. Our 
tour package started from there in a car. The 
first leg of journey was from Delhi to Simla. 
We were tired and sleepy in the car, but soon 
we saw our first glimpse of the Himalayas!!! A 
shiver of excitement ran up my spine. Is that 
really the Himalayas? The so much talked 
about Himalayas? The place of Saints and 
Rishis? Am I going to meet a Master here? 

We made a jingle for fun. It had a peppy tune to 
it – 

We’re going up The Himalayas, 

We’re going up The Himalayas, 

Oh so much fun The Himalayas, 

We’re going up the Himalayas. 

As we climbed uphill, we saw some roadside 
stalls. They were selling local cuisine kulcha 
and chola. We stopped to have one, and ended 
up having some 6-7 plates!! It was yummy!!! 

We reached Simla by evening and climbed up 
to our hotel and the adjoining road by a lift!! 
We had to go up in one lift and then another 
one, to reach the elevated road, also called the 
Mall road. There were many shops on this road, 
and the interesting thing here was that there 
were no cars allowed. Each shopkeeper had to 
get their stock up to the Mall road on foot!! 

After spending 
a nice cool 
night at Simla, 
we left for 
Manali the next 
day, visiting 
Kufri before 
leaving. While 
Kufri is famous 
for ice skating, 
there was no 
snow when we 
reached there.  
We went uphill 

on a horse, though I 
am totally against 
riding a horse. I 
wanted to walk up, 
but the horse 
owners dissuaded 
me saying that it 
was a very long 
and steep climb. It 
was none of that 
sort, and on the 
way back I walked 
down. At the top, 

we saw the Himalayas of Uttarakhand, the 
Chinese border, the OM Parvat and so on. We 
then moved on to Manali, reaching there totally 
tired and drained out. After a night of 
refreshing sleep, we went to Rohtang Pass. 

Snow Snow Snow!! 

A JOURNEY IN THE HIMALAYAS 
 

BY VISHRUTI  

 

 

AT MALL ROAD, SIMLA 

 

MY DAUGHTER IYA IN 
KUFRI 
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Our first view of snow – real snow. Our first 
step on snow, our first taste of snow!! Such a 
wonder of Nature – Snow! 

Cold snow, slippery snow, crunchy snow, wet 
snow….so  much is hidden in this mysterious 
pure white gift of Nature. 

Rohtang pass was an uphill drive of some 35 
kms, but it took us 3 hours to reach there in an 
SUV, going on narrow roads that didn’t have 
any side railings and hence gave a gorgeous 
and sometimes frightening view of the valley 

d e e p 
below. 

We had hot 
maggi and 
coffee at 
the Pass. I 
medi ta ted 
there for a 
short time, 
f e e l i n g 
a b s o l u t e 
Bliss. 

The sad thing about such naturally beautiful 
places is that there are too many people trying 
to commercialize the place. You really can’t sit 
comfortably and enjoy the view or the breeze. 
The guide and the hawkers are always trying to 
tell you to hurry up and do this or take that! I 
had to tell everyone a BIG NO. I told my guide 
that I don’t want anyone disturbing me for a 
while as I sat down to meditate with my eyes 
closed and then to take in the beauty with open 
eyes. 

After a couple of hours in that place, we 
returned. On the way back, we saw the origin 
of the River Beas and over a period of time, we 
saw the first 3 dams built on the River. We 
stopped at a natural waterfall, that had very 
very cold water, some of which had frozen and 
looked like a heap of beautiful crystals and 
some like absolutely breathtaking icicles. We 
also stopped at a place for para gliding, which 
even my 4 year old dared to do!! It was an 
experience of a lifetime to fly off the 

Himalayas!! 

The next day we left for Dharamsala.  We had a 
decent stay at the place, visited the monastery 
and shopped on the streets. We had Thupka for 
dinner, which is a Tibetan version of soupy 
noodles. 

Tibetan food was a good change after eating 
routine dal-rice everyday. We even had a street 
food called Lafene (another Tibetan dish). 
Though I didn’t get a chance to meditate here, 
and felt a bit sad about it, but then, every 
moment I was taking in the beauty of the 
mountains and the surroundings and it was 
absolute Bliss!! 

After a night at Dharamsala, we left for 
Dalhousie. What surprised me is the distinct 
change in the nature of the mountains, the soil 
and even the vegetation of each place! The 
mountains and stones and soil and vegetation of 
Simla is different from Manali, and they both 
are different from Dharamsala and these 3 are 
different from Dalhousie! 

 In Dalhousie there is an area called Khajjiar. 
This was my favorite place in the whole trip 
apart from Rohtang Pass. It is called 
Switzerland of Himachal and is an open 
grassland of several acres in the middle of a 
dense forest of coniferous trees. 

There is a lake in the middle of Khajjiar, which 
is right now all silted and ‘dead’. Locals of the 
region say that the depth of the lake is 
unknown. There is a temple of the Snake God 
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AT ROHTANG PASS 

 

ME PARAGLIDING 
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in the area, and there are a couple of stories 
written there about a Prince whose ear rings fell 
into the lake and were found miles away later 
in a stream in a village downhill. 

The locals also said that the lake used to 
cleanse itself earlier when it was ‘alive’. There 
were certain plants in it, which used to ‘rotate’ 
in the pond through the day, on their own. They 
used to keep the lake clean. But sometime back, 
some forest officials tried to clean it or do 
something, because of which the lake died and 
has not revived ever since. The officials have 
tried many times to de-silt it and clean it, but 
have failed every time. 

What a fascinating story, and I am quite sure, 
true too. 

I met Maaji here. A Master in Occult science. 
She has a small stall here, where she sells 
artifacts related to Occult. She did a reading for 
my husband, daughter and me…and most of it 
was correct. The other part is a prediction about 
some future events, and we shall know in time 

to come about the validity of her statements. 
However I sensed good energies around her 
and trust her readings. 

I didn’t meet a Master as I thought I would. But 
I met a part of myself here in these Himalayan 
mountains. A part that was lost in the concrete 
jungles of the cities with their limited ‘green 
spaces’. Feeling and sensing the purity of the 
air. Feeling the magic of the Gods as the sky 
changed many different hues, seeing the 
bountiful nature and the effect it had on me. It 
revived in me, the child which was lost in the 
city. 

I know I have a connect with the Himalayas. I 
will be visiting the Himalayas again. I’ve met a 
bit of the Himalayas of Himachal, now I wait to 
meet the Himalayas of Kashmir, UIttarakhand 
and the North East and the Himalayas outside 
the geographical boundary of India. 

Himalayas - truly the crown of India. A place 
of Glory and Joy and Love and Humility. 
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SAVE WATER AS WE NEED IT MORE FOR  

Litres of water     To realise    Quantity   

27      Sugar     I table spoon 

30      Tomato    1 small  

150      Almonds    100 gms 

49      Orange    1 medium 

12      Lettuce    100 gm 

100      Milk     100 ml  

500      Rice     100 gms 

110      Wheat     100 gms 

49      Tomato Sauce   100 ml 

250      Egg     1 number  

28      Slice of Bread   1 number  

35      TEA     1 cup 

100      Lemon    100 gms  

21      Potato     100 gms  

93      Potato Chips    100 gms 

190      Apple Juice    1 glass (0.2 lit) 

200      Banana    10 gms 

90      Cheese Sandwich   1 piece 

225      Chocolate    100 gms 
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Of late, I have been 
thinking of writing a 
letter to the respected 
people of Oxford. It 
would be regarding 
creation of a separate 
dictionary for obsolete 
words. Yes, English 
words do get obsolete like our desi words. By 
the way who uses the word “KIVARH” for 
door nowadays. One such obsolete word is 
“neighbour”. On second thought I feel this 
word should not go in the dictionary of obsolete 
words, rather it should be banned from all the 
dictionaries of the world & unfortunately from 
our dearest Bhargava dictionary too. 
This word neighbour has no meaning in today’s 
scenario. Finally we have become mirror 
images of our western counterparts. I 
remember, as a child I used to be, in my 
neighbourhood for hours at a stretch & my 
mom used to work carefree in her kitchen. 
Goyal Uncle, Meeta Chachi, Ammaji, Bade 
Bauji, Shamsi Kaka, Naima ke Abba, Ahuja 
Sahab…………….. All these were not our 
relatives but our neighbours. Any trouble, any 
celebration, any sorrow was incomplete without 
neighbours. From sharing recipes to sharing 
utensils & sometimes even clothes & jewellery, 
neighbours were like the best companions ever. 
The relations with neighbours were such a 
wonderful package of sweet & sour that after 
every quarrel the bonding used to get better & 
stronger. 

Sadly its all nostalgia today. Big cities or small, 
the flavor of neighbours & neighbourhood has 
been lost. Recently I visited my parents in 
Dehradun. It was Diwali time & I was 
expecting some visitors like saath wali Aunty 
or samne waale Bhaiya but to my surprise no 
one visited us with Mithai. It was not so 5 years 
ago Maa ! I got curious. “Times have changed. 
Everyone is busy now a days & moreover now 
it is considered down market to distribute 
sweets on Diwali” my mother said with a faint 
smile. 

I was not shocked as I hardly visit my 
neighbourhood & stop for a chat. Either I 
ignore them or slip away with a tiny “Hi”. I 
have realized that one step from my side can 
help in changing the society. Instead of 
stopping for a tiny “Hi” I will stop for a minute. 
Ask them about their well being, children, 
parents, any assistance they need, avoid 
gossiping & make it as healthy as possible. 
Hope I will be able to bring those times back 
when my grandmother used to say “Beta, our 
neighbours are our closest relatives”. 

सामग्री: 
पापड़ - ३ 
टमाटर - २ 
मलाई - २ टेबल पून 
राई- १/२ टेबल पून 
चीनी - १/४ टेबल 

FAMILY PARK 
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OF, BY AND FOR THE NEIGHBOUR 
By Mrs Chetna K Kumar 

मलाई पापड़  
रि म 
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पून 
तेल - १ टेबल पून 
दधू - १/२ कप 
नमक- वादा नुसार 
कड़ी प ता 
िविध  
सबसे पहले पापड़ को रो ट  कर ले . अब 

कड़ाई म तेल गमर् करे उसमे राई और कड़ी 
प ता डाल दे िफर कटे हुए टमाटर  डाल कर २ 
िमनट तक टॉस करे. अब नमक, चीनी और 
मलाई  डालकर १ िमनट तक टॉस करे. अब 
पापड़ को क्रश कर के  अ छे से िमलाये और 
बाद म दधू िमलाकर ३-४ िमनट तक पकने दे. 
गरमा-गरम बाजरे की रोटी के साथ परोसे. 

 

HAD A FALL AT 40 OR LATER? 

 

One of the main health concerns of elderly people is an accidental fall, which  often is 
related to poor balance. In fact, many studies show that people begin to have decaying 
balance problems starting at the age of 40 years. Older you grow, weaker you become  
with sluggish sensory abilities.  

In Japan, more than 7,000 people die in a year out of accidental fall. This exceeds the 
number of death in traffic accidents. There are many tests to examine your proneness to 
fall. One of the important test is given here for your benefit  

Test Your Balance by Standing on One Leg 

You can determine how good your balance is by measuring the length of time that you 
stand on one leg. Following table shows the average time to sustain balance in various 
age groups. The study was conducted at a Japanese health institute. 

Average time with eyes open: 

20-39 years old: 110 seconds 
40-49: 64 seconds 
50-59: 36 seconds 
60-69: 25 seconds 

Average time with eyes closed: 

20-39 years old: 12 seconds 
40-49: 7 seconds 
50-59: 5 seconds 
60-69: less than 3 seconds 

If your time to sustain balance is below average, then you'll have higher risk of fall, or 
slipping and tripping accidents. From this study, it is also evident that there's a sudden 
significant decrease in the ability to maintain balance among middle-aged people (40 
years and above). Please take note that the figures stated above are only average. There 
are people who could maintain balance much longer, and there are also those who could 
maintain balance for much shorter duration regardless of age and gender. It is advisable 
to get the tendency checked by a neuro doctor and take precaution accordingly 

By D Ram Rajak 
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FINANCE & LAW 
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PIO AND OCI CARD SYSTEM  

1. Person of Indian origin (PIO)   

A Person of Indian Origin (PIO) means a 
foreign citizen (except a national of Pakistan, 
Afghanistan Bangladesh, China, Iran, Bhutan, 
Sri Lanka and Nepal) who at any time held an 
Indian passport or who or either of their 
parents/ grandparents/ great grandparents was 
born and permanently resided in India as 
defined in Government of India Act-1935 and 
other territories that became part of India 
thereafter, provided neither was at any time a 
citizen of any of the aforesaid countries (as 
referred to above); or who is a spouse of a 
citizen of India or a PIO.  

Benefits of a PIO card 

PIO card holders do not require a visa to visit 
India for a period of 15 years from the date of 
issue of the PIO card.  

They are exempted from registration at 
FRRO/FRO if their stay does not exceed 180 
days. In case if the stay exceeds 180 days, 
they shall have to register with FRRO/ FRO 
within the next 30 days.  

They enjoy parity with NRIs in economic, 
financial and educational benefits like:-  

Acquisition, holding, transfer and disposal of 
immovable properties in India, except 
agricultural/ plantation properties  

Admission of children to educational 
institutions in India under general category 
quota for NRIs, including medical and 
engineering college, IITs, IIMs etc  

Availing various housing schemes of LIC of 
India, State Government and Central 
Government agencies .  

All future benefits that would be exempted to 
NRIs would also be available to the PIO card 
holders.  

However, PIOs do not enjoy employment rights 
in Government of India services, nor can they 
hold any constitutional office in the 
Government of India. They need prior 
permission for undertaking mountaineering, 
missionary activities, research work and to visit 
restricted areas in India.  

2. Overseas Citizen of India (OCI)   

A foreign national, who was eligible to become 
citizen of India on 26.01.1950, or was a citizen 
of India on or at any time after 26.01.1950, or 
belonged to a territory that became part of India 
after 15.08.1947, is eligible for registration as 
Overseas Citizen of India (OCI). Minor 
children of such person are also eligible for 
OCI. However, if the applicant had ever been a 
citizen of Pakistan or Bangladesh, he/she will 
not be eligible for OCI.  

These two card system will be merged together 
to become a single entity, as announced by PM 
Narendra Modi. The details of the merger are 
not yet available.  

LAW 

To mock the credulous exaggerations of the Hindutva Brigade, you don’t need to debunk the 
genuine accomplishments of ancient Indian science 

Shashi Tharoor 
We need to address the root cause of violence before it is too late. Often, people are not proactive 
in promoting peace, and those who are proactive lack peace within. Both peace and dynamism are 
needed. 
 

Sri Sri Ravishankar 
When walking uphill you need to bend the body slightly forward to make ascending easier. So 
too, on the spiritual journey you need to bow slightly forward in order to ascend 

Brahma kumaris 
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TAX EXEMPTED 
INCOME 

Here we deal with 
Mutual Funds and 
further tax-free (or 
concessional tax) 
avenues available 

MUTUAL FUNDS’/
SHARES’ GAINS:  

The exemption  
(actually ‘exclusion’) 
called 10(38) for LTCG on domestic shares, 
Equity–Oriented Mutual Funds as long as at least 
at sale stage, Security Transaction Tax is paid, 
and by implication even listed EOMF’s & listed 
ETF’s with EOMF structure are so eligible, is still 
maintained even in Finance Bill-2/2014 presented 
on 10-7-2014! So also, the concessional 15% 
treatment for STCG on all the above  described 
items called Sec. 111A is maintained too!! And as 
you know,  the timeline dividing STCG & LTCG 
in both 10(38) and 111A is 1 year – So that stays 
too !  

Now we come to what is in fact changed: For 
Non-EOMF (whether listed  or SOA structured) 
as you know there was tax even after 1 year, by 
Sec. 112, with 2 options – Either pay 20% tax on 
Indexed  Gain (smaller gain) OR pay 10% tax on 
Nominal  Gain (larger gain). New rules :  i) The  
definition/timeline for STCG/LTCG is lengthened 
to 3 years from 1 earlier, (ii) The option of ‘10% 
on Nominal Gain’ is withdrawn. Do I perceive 
this as ‘killing off’ Bond Funds – as panic 
stricken columnist wrote? Not at all. A new 
discipline of having long term/medium term 
patience is being inculcated, in Non-EOMF 
investors, that is all! 

MUTUAL FUNDS AND SHARES 
DIVIDENDS : True, these are fully tax-free in 
your  hands, by Secs. 10(35) and 10(34) 
respectively, still unchanged. But invisible to you, 
the MF/Co. is charged IDT/DDT (Income & 
Dividend Distribution Tax) at a rate of 15% for 
Shares/EOMF’s, and 25% for non-EOMF’s! True 
% are 17 and 28. These get deducted even before 
you get dividend! And it is not TDS – just lost! 

FURTHER NEW PLANS OF GOVT./SEBI/

RBI:  (i) LIC – administered Annuity Scheme, 
9% - indeed, Monthly  Inflow: 9.4%(taxable); 
without Tax, nominee gets back principal, 
lifelong but 15-yr-unlock if ill seriously, 60+age 
can enter, Max. Deposit.6.7 Lakhs  called 
Varishth Pension Bima  Yojana –  available upto 
13-8-15. Think!! If you have faith that over 16 
next years, average interest rate (tax free 
schemes) will be say 6.5%, then 9.4 taxable is 
acceptable if you are in 10% or 20% slab (net 8.5 
& 7.5%). (ii) Tax - free Bonds will not be issued 
in  FY 14-15 at all! But older/existing such Bonds 
are available at a premium  such that, you get net 
7.5% tax free interest  (iii)  For Girl – Child’s  
Education, a  Special Govt. Deposit Scheme will 
be soon made available with good interest. (iv) 
KVP: new version gives only 8.7% taxable 
interest without PAN : KVP needs only address-
proof, not PAN. (v) On 13/11/14, CBDT allowed 
1.5 lakhs (80-C) Bank 5yr. FD. 

DIGITAL JEEVAN PRAMAN FOR 
PENSIONERS:  

Under the new system, a software will help senior 
citizens to ensure continuity of pension being 
credited into his/her account. The software 
application has been developed by the  
Department of Electronics and Information 
Technology and will record the pensioner’s 
Aadhar number and biometric details. Pensioners 
can record this from his/her home or any other 
place. However, pensioners will have to take a 
biometric reading device  and connect it to their 
smart phone or computer. They will  also be 
required to install an application on their handset/
computer. The Government said that the reading 
device is inexpensive while the software will be 
provided at no extra cost. Please visit the 
following website:  

http:/www.narendramodi.in/pm-launches-jeevan-
pramaan-digital-life-certificate-for-pensioners/  

EXCHANGE OF OLD NOTES: The deadline 
to deposit or exchange pre-2005 currency notes 
(recognizable by absence of ‘year of printing’ at 
the back side centre bottom) has been extended 
by six months, to 30-06-2015.  
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A winner is NOT one who NEVER FAILS, 
but one who NEVER QUITS!!!! 
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READER’S REFLECTIONS 

 
 

It has always been a pleasure to go through the magazine you are regularly 
bringing it out. I know that it is not an easy job and the herculean effort it 
takes. My sincere appreciation. 

Ashok Kumar, IITRA 
  

Thanks for the kind letter and good wishes for the new year. I also wish you 
the best in life. I know that a person of your caliber would do well 
as  journalist besides being an engineering stalwart. 
In 1901CE an engineer from Roorkee Er GB Singh did well in researching 
on scripts besides his normal work as Director Communications in GOI 
service. His research work is available now in the form of a book prescribed 
for MA students  in PU Chandigarh. Great. Keep the Roorkee flag flying in 
all wings. 

Dr Bhupinder Singh (Former Prof  of Mech Engg, IITR)  
 

Thanks Sir, For your continued brave efforts and outstanding output. Keep 
it going. I know it is your tremendous efforts still it will be better if you give 
space to IITRAA executives to express through this medium and print their 
list/ directory in your issues. 

Neeraj Johri, IITRA 
 

Thank you so much. Like always this Vaani is also great.  
 

Neera Dass, USA 
 

Thanks for the information (on VAANI circulation). Purpose is to find the 
outreach of your valued Journal. Keep it up. It must make an impact on the 
working of EC, IITR. 

 
Dr Vijay Kumar, IITRA 

  

Thank you very much for the latest issue of VANNI. It is so sparkling and 
enlivening that it enables the reader to revisit this entire festive season 
instantly. Scope and range of coverage are as vivid as ever. 

 
Sharad Chandra Sharma,, Distinguished Alumni IITR 

  


